
12 May 1975 
HW: 

LA Times via SF Chronicle: "Brown Has a Job for Lowenstein." 

This story contains the only reference seen or heard here to Lowenstein 
appearing with Joni* and Peter Dale Scott (aside from the KPFA mention 
I told you about earlier) at UC Berkeley, and a44 3 .a Lowenstein (and 
presubably Joling if hot Scott too) continued :06" 	bt another appearance 
plugging for reopening of an assassination investigation. 

What interests me more in this yarn is the mentioning in the same story 
of Lowenstein's campaign to reopeniNg such an investigation with Brown's 
possible presidential aspirations. The story makes no effort to connect 
the two, of course. 

'I've always thought that almost any Democratic candidate could get 
elected if he made a determined issue out of another look, and the fact 
that Brown is hooking up with Lowenstein just at this time, when demands 
for reopening are snowballing, can hardly be ignored. In spite of all the 
talk about their being old friends and fellow campaign workers in the past. 

Thought you'd like to know. 
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paid .yesterday-e.that Brown. 
andLowenstein, a lawyer 
and onetime college teacher, 
ace old friends and that 
Lowenstein 2.  has been anx-
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! regard In 
seine gimitelf as one of the 
Ith* allied OraCtifioners of 
grass-roots politics in the 
United States and as a 
shrewd, if not always cor-
rect, political analyst. 
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fluential national publica-
tions have recently, done sto-
ries on Brown, mostly highly 
eomplimentary in bme, At a 
time when none of the an- 
menaced contender& for the 
Democratic presidentlal 

„tibmination seems to be 
making much headway, 
-there has been talk that he 

is the kind of fresh face the. 
Democrats may heed. 

Los Angeles TioneA 
N.Y., 

As associate of Lcnvenstein 


